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Perfusion and Diffusion Sensitive 13C Stimulated-echo MRSI for
Metabolic Imaging of Cancer

Peder E. Z. Larson1, Ralph E. Hurd2, Adam B. Kerr3, John M. Pauly3, Robert A. Bok1, John
Kurhanewicz1, and Daniel B. Vigneron1

1Department of Radiology and Biomedical Imaging, University of California - San Francisco, San
Francisco, California
2Applied Science Laboratory, GE Healthcare, Menlo Park, California
3Magnetic Resonance Systems Research Laboratory, Department of Electrical Engineering,
Stanford University, Stanford, California

Abstract
Metabolic imaging with hyperpolarized [1-13C]-pyruvate can rapidly probe tissue metabolic
profiles in vivo and has been shown to provide cancer imaging biomarkers for tumor detection,
progression, and response to therapy. This technique uses a bolus injection followed by imaging
within 1–2 minutes. The observed metabolites includes vascular components and their generation
is also influenced by cellular transport. These factors complicate image interpretation, especially
since [1-13C]lactate, a metabolic product that is a biomarker of cancer, is also produced by red
blood cells. It would be valuable to understand the distribution of metabolites between the
vasculature, interstitial space, and intracellular compartments. The purpose of this study was to
better understand this compartmentalization by using a perfusion and diffusion-sensitive
stimulated-echo acquisition mode (STEAM) MRSI acquisition method tailored to hyperpolarized
substrates. Our results in mouse models showed that among metabolites, the injected
substrate 13C-pyruvate had the largest vascular fraction overall while 13C-alanine had the smallest
vascular fraction. We observed a larger vascular fraction of pyruvate and lactate in the kidneys and
liver when compared to back muscle and prostate tumor tissue. Our data suggests that 13C-lactate
in prostate tumor tissue voxels was the most abundant labeled metabolite intracellularly. This was
shown in STEAM images that highlighted abnormal cancer cell metabolism and suppressed
vascular 13C metabolite signals.
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Introduction
Using injected hyperpolarized [1-13C]pyruvate for in vivo metabolic imaging has been
recently demonstrated for feasibility and to have potential clinical value (1–15). These
studies have been made possible by the development of methods utilizing Dynamic Nuclear
Polarization (DNP) and rapid dissolution techniques that provide a polarization increase of
over 40,000 for [1-13C]pyruvate while producing an injectable solution with physiologic pH,
osmolarity, and temperature (1,2). Following injection, the conversion of pyruvate to its
metabolic products of lactate, alanine, and bicarbonate in vivo can be detected in sub-minute
acquisition times. This is of particular value for cancer imaging in which the metabolic
profile has been shown to distinguish between normal and diseased tissues in preclinical
animal models (3–5,8,10–12). This metabolic information has also been used to monitor
cardiac function, and reperfusion in both the heart and lung following ischemia (6,7,9,15).

In vivo imaging with hyperpolarized substrates requires rapid and efficient MR imaging
techniques because the high polarization is irreversibly lost due to T1 relaxation to thermal
equilibrium and T2 relaxation following any RF excitation. This also requires that data be
acquired within 1–2 minutes after the bolus injection, and metabolites are observed in the
vasculature in addition to the tissues or organs of interest. Furthermore, the [1-13C]lactate
generated following a [1-13C]pyruvate injection - a potential biomarker because it is
elevated in tumors - is both transported out of cells and also generated in the blood by
erythrocytes, which have detectable lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) activity (16, 17). High
[1-13C]lactate levels observed in kidneys are presumably predominantly from blood flow
into the organ and excretion of lactate, which is not an accurate reflection of metabolism
within the kidney. The localization of metabolites can be precisely studied in a setting where
flow and perfusion can be controlled such as with cells in a bioreactor (18,19). In vivo, the
signal from flowing metabolites can confound the interpretation of metabolic imaging
results. One approach proposed to address this problem is to use a spectral-spatial
suppression pulse applied across the chest cavity to saturate lactate and alanine flowing
through the heart and lungs (20), which provides qualitative contrast improvements but is
not a quantitative measure of perfusion. Another approach is to use a subsequent
Gadolinium injection to shorten the T1 of vascular and extracellular metabolites, which then
isolates the 13C signal to intracellular components (21). It has also been shown that flowing
metabolites can be suppressed by using the crusher gradients around spin-echo pulses (22),
as done in spin-echo diffusion-weighted imaging.

The purpose of this study was to examine the compartmentalization of metabolites at the
short interval after injection of hyperpolarized [1-13C]pyruvate. To investigate this
compartmentalization, we developed and applied a perfusion and diffusion sensitive
stimulated-echo acquisition mode (STEAM) MRSI acquisition method tailored for
hyperpolarized substrates. Stimulated echoes are inherently sensitive to motion, a
characteristic which has been utilized for cardiac (23, 24), diffusion (25, 26), and
spectroscopic imaging (27). The contrast from motion sensitivity includes both perfusion
processes (macroscopic scale) and molecular diffusion (microscopic scale) (28, 29). This
motion sensitivity can also be achieved in diffusion-weighted spin-echo sequences, but
STEAM allows for larger encoding strengths to observe a broader range of perfusion and
diffusion contrast. Because the encoding strength (b-value) is proportional to γ2, this is
especially important in 13C, which has a gyromagnetic ratio, γ, that is about 4-times smaller
than that of 1H.

Compartmentalization of metabolites has been performed on cell cultures with diffusion-
weighted 1H MRS (30–38). These studies demonstrated diffusion-weighting can be used for
separation of intracellular metabolites. However, their approaches cannot be directly applied
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to this study because they were not designed for hyperpolarized experiments, were not
performed within the limitations of a clinical MRI system, and did not include imaging. The
STEAM MRSI approach used in this study addresses all of these concerns.

A stimulated-echo approach with frequency-selective tagging of the hyperpolarized
[1-13C]pyruvate substrate has been used to isolate [1-13C]lactate and [1-13C]alanine signals
derived exclusively from the substrate (39). We have also presented initial results using a
perfusion-sensitive super stimulated-echo preparation approach with hyperpolarized
[1-13C]pyruvate in normal (N = 4) and transgenic prostate tumor bearing mice (TRAMP, N
= 4) (40). This study showed improved tumor lactate delineation as reflected by a significant
increase in both the [1-13C]lactate to [1-13C]pyruvate ratio within the tumors and the ratio of
peak tumor [1-13C]lactate to peak kidney/liver [1-13C]lactate, indicating that the
[1-13C]lactate observed in kidney and liver tissue had a larger vascular fraction than the
[1-13C]lactate within tumor tissue. Based on these promising results, we acquired STEAM
MRSI with varying encoding strengths (b-values) in mice (N = 6 normal and N = 8 prostate
tumor) in this study to better characterize the metabolite compartmentalization in the liver,
kidneys, muscle, and prostate tumor tissue.

Theory
The motion sensitivity of stimulated-echoes is due to the gradient encoding between the
initial 90-90 pulses, which are refocused after the mixing time (TM) but only for stationary
spins. The sensitivity to motion is determined by the b-value (25, 26). With the rapid
STEAM pulse sequence (41) (Figure 1a), phase encodes are acquired at different mixing
times because a single encoding step is sampled repeatedly. This sequence has a b-value that
varies across k-space:

(1)

(2)

where GSTEAM and δ are the STEAM encoding gradient amplitude and duration,
respectively (neglecting gradient ramps), Δ(k⃗) is the separation between the dephasing and
rephasing diffusion gradients, and n(k⃗) represents the phase encode ordering. For the
concentric ordering used in this study, intravoxel motion during the n(k⃗) phase encodes will
lead to isotropic spatial blurring. We characterized the encoding strength for this sequence
using point spread function (PSF) analysis by first computing

(3)

for the concentric phase encode ordering, where D is the apparent diffusion coefficient
(ADC). The PSFs in Figure 2 show resulting losses in both the signal amplitude and spatial
resolution due to diffusion. We then calculated an effective b-value by assuming exponential
decay of the peak PSF amplitude:

(4)

using the diffusivity of protons in free water, D = Dw = 2.3 × 10−3 mm2/s. The drawback to
this characterization is that the PSF amplitude is not exactly exponential with respect to D.
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However, across the range of estimated ADC values in Table 2, the resulting variation in the
effective b-values is ≤ 15%. Thus we believe this is reasonable approximation.

The motion sensitivity of STEAM can result in both perfusion and diffusion contrast as well
as signal loss due to bulk motion. It has been demonstrated that lower b-value encodings (b
< 200 s/mm2) are primarily perfusion sensitive, while the higher b-value encodings (b > 500
s/mm2) are also sensitive to restricted diffusion (28, 29). This framework is used in
intravoxel incoherent motion (IVIM) MR imaging to extract a vascular fraction or a
“pseudo-diffusion” coefficient (macroscopic-scale processes of blood flow in vasculature)
and the conventional ADC (microscopic processes of molecular diffusion) (29) to provide
information about the microcirculatory flow and capillary networks.

Methods
MRSI Pulse Sequence

Hyperpolarization is a substantial perturbation from thermal equilibrium so there is no
steady-state for hyperpolarized compounds. Thus, any RF excitation alters the magnetization
profile for all subsequent acquisitions. Our approach for 3D STEAM MRSI, shown in
Figure 1a, was to use a single encoding step followed by multiple excitation and acquisitions
that progressively sample the longitudinally encoded magnetization similarly to the
approach proposed in (41). For hyperpolarized studies, carbon-13 compounds suitable for
dissolution DNP and in vivo imaging have relatively long T1 values (≈20 – 40s for
[1-13C]pyruvate, [1-13C]lactate, and [1-13C]alanine at 3T), which allows for relatively long
mixing times (TM) of several seconds to be used without substantial magnetization loss.

The excitation used non-selective 264 μs rectangular pulses with a progressive flip angle
scheme (42) that efficiently utilizes the encoded magnetization and provides uniform
weighting across phase encodes assuming no T1 decay during the acquisition. An echo-
planar spectroscopic imaging (EPSI) readout was used for simultaneous acquisition of
spectral and spatial data. The readout gradient consisted of symmetric positive and negative
lobes, all of which were utilized for data collection to increase the SNR efficiency (43).
Ramp sampling was also utilized to further improve the efficiency. Spectroscopic imaging
from the positive and negative lobes were reconstructed separately with 10 Hz spectral
apodization, and their magnitudes were summed to form the final images. The EPSI gradient
was 102.08 ms with a spectral resolution of 9.79 Hz, 581 Hz spectral bandwidth, 18 spatial
points, and a minimum resolution of 4.45 mm.

Experiments
All animal studies were carried out under a protocol approved by the Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee. Experiments were performed on a GE 3T clinical MRI system
(GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI, USA) with 40 mT/m, 150 mT/m/ms gradients and a
broadband RF amplifier. A custom built, dual-tuned mouse birdcage coil was used for RF
transmission and signal reception (44). A compound consisting of neat [1-13C] pyruvic acid
(14.2 M) and the trityl radical OX063 (15 mM) (GE Healthcare, Oslo, Norway) was
polarized in a HyperSense DNP system (Oxford Instruments, Abingdon, UK) at 3.35 T and
a temperature of 1.4° K. The hyperpolarized pyruvate was dissolved to a concentration of 80
mM in a mixture of distilled water, 80 mM NaOH, 40 mM Tris, and 0.3 mM EDTA. 350 μL
of this solution was injected into the animal over 12 seconds. An aliquot of this solution was
taken and injected into a polarimeter to measure the percent polarization, which we estimate
to have a less than 10% error. Another aliquot was used to monitor the pH. The animals
were placed on a 37°C heating pad in the RF coil, and anesthesia was maintained by a
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continual delivery of isoflurane (1–1.5%) with oxygen (1 liter/min). Respiratory rate and
skin color were monitored by periodic visual inspection.

In order to characterize the STEAM contrast experiments were performed on normal mice as
well as on a transgenic adenocarcinoma of mouse prostate (TRAMP) mouse model, four
mice with early-stage tumors, three with intermediate-stage tumors, and one with a late-
stage tumor. Tumor stage was evaluated by T2-weighted proton MRI. Two 3D MRSI
experiments were acquired with each animal utilizing separate hyperpolarized injections: (1)
free-induction decay (FID) acquisition (“control”, b = 0, Figure 1b, Eq. 6) and (2) STEAM
(Figure 1a, Eq. 5). Based on reproducibility studies in normal rats (45), the distribution of
metabolites is expected to be relatively consistent between injections. Imaging was initiated
35 seconds following the start of the injection with 5 × 5 × 5mm (0.125 cm3) resolution, 8 ×
8 × 16 matrix size, TES = 20 ms (STEAM), TEF = 10 ms (FID), TR = 125 ms, a concentric
phase encode ordering, and 8 sec acquisition time. The STEAM encoding gradient was
applied identically on all 3 axes. In the FID experiments, a delay of TM was inserted into the
acquisition so that the data were acquired at the same time relative to injection in both
experiments. All experimental parameters are listed in Table 1, and the b̂ values are noted in
all figures. Because of the relatively long TM used, the phase encoding gradients had a less
than 1% effect on b̂.

Analysis
We modeled the signal behavior of our STEAM acquisition as

(5)

This includes the nominal signal (S0), the 50% inherent STEAM signal loss, additional
losses (ASTEAM) due to imperfect RF pulses and bulk motion blurring, T2 decay, and
perfusion/diffusion sensitivity (exp(−b̂D̂)). The FID acquisition was used as a “control”
because it provides an estimate of S0:

(6)

The data were analyzed by computing the STEAM:control ratio in each animal

(7)

Experiments with different b̂-values across all animals were fit with a non-linear exponential
regression to the model in Eq. 7, yielding gross estimates of the intercept term and D̂ in
different organs.

The resulting intercept includes losses due to imperfect RF pulses and motion blurring in
ASTEAM, and relaxation differences. We estimate that the effects of imperfect RF pulses
were consistent between metabolites and tissues because the RF coil was a birdcage that is
relatively homogeneous in the region encompassing the liver to the prostate tumors. The
effect of T2 decay on the ratio can be estimated using measured relaxation times in vivo for
hyperpolarized [1-13C]pyruvate and its metabolites of T2 > 100 ms (46), and our

measurements of  using in vivo spectral linewidths. For these values, the relaxation

term has a range of , which approaches 1 as  and T2
increase. (The lower limit is reached with ideal homogeneity and the minimum relaxation
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time, , and the upper limit when ). When comparing metabolites within a
tissue, this range will be even smaller since they will experience the same B0 inhomogeneity

and thus will have similar  values. The remaining metabolite or tissue differences in the
intercept fit are due to blurring losses from macroscopic motion such as respiration, cardiac
motion, or blood flow. For in vivo blood velocities (≥ 0.7 mm/s for humans, higher in mice)
the blood displacement would be similar to or greater than the spatial encoding period (1.82
or 0.571 mm for b̂ = 58.4 or 513.3 s/mm2, respectively) over the ≥ 1 sec mixing times used.
Consequently, macroscopic blood flow will be substantially suppressed, which is accounted
for in ASTEAM.

A single effective diffusion coefficient (D̂) was used in the model to provide an estimate of
the diffusion-weighting. Previous work (29) proposed a joint perfusion and diffusion
framework that includes both the ADC, D, which reflects the microscopic process of
molecular diffusion, and either a “pseudodiffusion” coefficient, D*, to reflect the
macroscopic scale processes of blood flow in vasculature or a vascular fraction f. In our
experiments, macroscopic flow will be largely suppressed because of the long mixing times
used and will affect ASTEAM as described above. Therefore, we expect D̂ will primarily
reflect microscopic diffusion while the intercept of the exponential fits will be primarily due
to macroscopic blood flow and bulk motion.

Metabolite peak heights were used in the data analyses and image overlays. To create the
color overlays, the MRSI peak heights (5 × 5 × 5 mm) were coregistered and resampled to
the proton anatomical image resolution (0.5 × 0.5 × 2 mm) using cubic spline interpolation.
This interpolation uses only the data acquired, adding no other information or assumptions,
and therefore is completely faithful to the inherent data and resolution of the MRSI.
Individual experiments were normalized by the measured polarization. Difference images
were calculated as SFID − 2SSTEAM, where the factor of 2 compensates for the inherent
STEAM signal loss. STEAM:control ratios (SSTEAM/SFID), used in the analysis were
calculated in voxels where the control (FID) acquisition metabolite SNR was greater than 5.
Muscle voxels were selected from the mouse back and hip regions.

Results
To illustrate localized metabolite distributions figures 3 and 4 show representative control,
STEAM, and difference images in normal and TRAMP mice, respectively. (Note that the
coronal slices shown for the TRAMP mice are more anterior than for the normal mice.) The
difference image intensity in these figures show where metabolites were attenuated with
STEAM MRSI as compared to the FID MRSI. The major vessels through the chest (arrows)
as well as the kidneys are particularly well-delineated in Fig. 3a pyruvate and lacatate
difference images. The kidneys can also be seen in the TRAMP difference images (Fig. 4).
In the STEAM images, primarily alanine was observed in the liver. As expected, the larger
encoding strengths lead to greater suppression of all metabolite signals. In the TRAMP
tumor regions, there were relatively high lactate levels at both encoding strengths. This was
also observed in (40), and is likely due to a higher extra-vascular fraction, either intracellular
or in the interstitial space.

Results across all animals, with various STEAM encoding strengths (b̂), are summarized in
Figure 5 and Table 2. As described in the Methods, we expect differences in the intercept in
the exponential fit are primarily due to macroscopic blood flow and bulk motion while
differences in D̂ are due to microscopic diffusion. Given the 0.125 cm3 size, voxels may
include both vasculature and tissue. For comparison, the diffusion coefficients of lactate and
alanine in solution at 37°C were measured to be 1.20 and 1.19 × 10−3 mm2/s, respectively
(47); average ADCs of [3-13C]lactate and [3-13C]alanine were measured in a rat glioma
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model following administration of 13C-labeled glucose to be 0.16 and 0.13 × 10−3 mm2/s,
respectively (37). (Since pyruvate is almost identical in size to lactate and alanine, we expect
it to have a similar ADCs. Intracellular ADCs of metabolites using proton MRSI have been
measured to be ≈ 0.1 – 1.0 × 10−3 mm2/s (32–34). ) The fitted effective diffusion
coefficients across metabolites and organs (Table 2) were on the order of these previously
measured values. They were orders of magnitude smaller than the pseudodiffusion
coefficients of macroscopic blood flow, (D*), for protons (29) supporting our hypothesis that
D̂ reflects primarily microscopic diffusion. However, they may contain some small
contamination from the vascular compartment or motion, as many of the D̂ values are
greater than the lactate and alanine diffusion coefficients measured in water.

In the prostate tumors, lactate and pyruvate had relatively large intercepts and small D̂
compared to other tissues which implies relatively small vascular fractions. This also
suggests metabolites in these tumors maybe relatively more intracellular instead of in the
interstitial space. Notably, the tumor lactate had the smallest D̂ = 0.24 × 10−3 mm2/s, which
is within the range metabolite intracellular ADCs measured previously. This suggests tumor
lactate had the largest intracellular fraction. However, these preliminary fits have low
correlation coefficients so further experiments with more quantitative methods are needed to
verify this hypothesis. Muscle voxels, measured in the back, also had relatively large
intercepts for pyruvate and lactate, implying a small vascular fraction. The kidneys and
liver, which are very well perfused organs, had both small intercepts and large D̂ for
pyruvate and lactate, implying these organs had the largest vascular fractions of these
metabolites. However, the liver voxels may also have additional losses in the intercept due
to respiratory and cardiac motion.

Of the metabolites, pyruvate had the largest D̂ and smallest intercepts, indicating that
pyruvate was the most vascular and least intracellular of the metabolites. The large vascular
fraction can probably be attributed to the fact that images were acquired only 35 seconds
after intravenous pyruvate injection. The large D̂ is similar to the metabolite diffusion
coefficients in water, which suggests less intracellular pyruvate. This could result from rapid
conversion to lactate and alanine once pyruvate is transported into cells. Alanine had the
largest intercepts and smallest D̂ of the metabolites within the kidneys and liver (alanine
SNR in muscle and prostate tumor voxels was not large enough to include). The kidney
alanine showed the second smallest D̂ = 0.64 × 10−3 mm2/s, which is similar to measured
intracellular metabolite ADCs. This result especially supports the hypothesis that alanine has
a larger intracellular component than the other metabolites, which is expected because the
enzyme that generates alanine - alanine aminotransferase (ALT) - is primarily found
intracellularly, and alanine is not actively transported out of cells. The D̂ of alanine in liver
was slightly larger, which could be a result of alanine exported to the liver by other tissues
to handle nitrogen disposal.

Discussion
These results confirm that previous observations of elevated conversion from pyruvate to
lactate in TRAMP mice tumors (4, 8) were not due to elevated levels of metabolites in the
vasculature but were detected by observing tissue metabolites. In fact, these results suggest
that the pyruvate to lactate conversion in TRAMP tumors is even more elevated from
normal tissues that previously observed. This is because we found larger fractions of
vascular metabolites in other organs, which confound the conversion measurements, as
compared to the prostate tumors. Thus, the STEAM lactate images show improved
delineation of these tumors and could be valuable for improved clinical characterization of
cancer.
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Overall, the metabolites were highly suppressed for b̂ = 58.4 s/mm2, compared to what
might be expected from 1H perfusion imaging at b < 100 s/mm2. We believe this is because
there was a higher vascular fraction of the 13C metabolites. The pyruvate was injected over
20 sec, including the catheter flush, and the imaging acquisition began 15 sec afterwards.
Also, the pyruvate dose used may have saturated the cellular transport (18), especially since
the injection resulted in an estimated ≈14.4 mM blood concentration, compared to the ≈80
μM endogeneous level. The lactate vascular fraction could be relatively large as well
because it is generated by erythrocytes in the blood (16, 17). For example, experiments
where a [1-13C]pyruvate bolus was added to whole blood measured a pyruvate-to-lactate
LDH-mediated isotope exchange rate of approximately 1.2 1/min = 0.02 1/sec (17), which is
on the order of the ≈ 0.06 1/sec rates measured in lymphoma tumors (5). The
supraphysiologic pyruvate bolus used in these studies may have saturated the LDH activity,
unlike the whole blood studies that used a much smaller bolus, which would reduce the
blood exchange rate.

One disadvantage of the presented STEAM MRSI approach is that only a single 90-90
encoding step is feasible because the entire hyperpolarized magnetization is used, which
makes the experiment sensitive to the timing of the encoding and elminates the possibility of
dynamic imaging. One possible solution would be to monitor the bolus arrival and then
perform the STEAM acquisition at a fixed time after the pyruvate peak. Other approaches
using outer volume saturation pulses (20) or subsequent gadolinium injections (21) will
create unnecessary signal loss if the saturation or gadolinium is applied prior to tissue
perfusion, but images can be acquired dynamically with these approaches to measure
kinetics.

Another disadvantage of STEAM MRSI is the signal loss due to bulk motion between the
encoding and acquisition. Since this study was performed, we designed a stimulated-echo
preparation approach, in which the encoding gradients are rephased and thus motion
sensitivity is halted prior to the acquisition (40). STEAM combined with faster imaging
techniques, such as spiral CSI (48) and metabolite specific-imaging (49), could also help
reduce this blurring, as would several other perfusion-sensitive approaches (20–22).

Figure 5 shows the relatively high variability across all of our experiments, which can come
from (1) inter-animal variation (fits were performed across different animals) and (2) inter-
experiment variations (ratios were computed from two separate pyruvate injections). Likely
causes include physiologic differences, varying polarization levels, spontaneous emission of
signal and loss of polarization (50), and RF calibration errors (STEAM is more sensitive
than spin-echo or gradient-echo imaging to RF inhomogeneity). The inter-experiment
variability and limited number of injections that can be performed currently limits the degree
of quantitative perfusion and diffusion measurements that can be performed using this
imaging method. New methods must be developed for future studies to reduce this
variability and enable quantitation, such as acquiring multiple b-value images following a
single injection.

Conclusion
We have demonstrated perfusion and diffusion-sensitive MRSI in vivo following injection
of hyperpolarized [1-13C]pyruvate with multiple encoding strengths. Vascular metabolites
were preferentially suppressed at all encoding strengths compared to those generated from
metabolic conversion occurring in tissue, which had the result of improved contrast for the
cancer biomarker lactate in the TRAMP model prostate tumors. Using a multiple b̂-value
acquisitions across different animals enabled us to roughly estimate relative perfusion and
vascular fractions as well as effective diffusion coefficients, D̂. The measured D̂ were in a
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reasonable range between the free water diffusion coefficients and intracellular ADCs of
metabolites. Future studies with improved methods for hyperpolarized 13C metabolic
imaging are required to better quantitate ADCs and vascular fractions for individual
subjects, as well to validate the initial findings presented. In studies of the TRAMP prostate
tumor mouse model, we observed that the lactate and pyruvate in prostate tumors had
smaller vascular fractions and were likely more intracellular. In the well-vascularized
kidneys and liver, there was a larger vascular fraction of pyruvate and lactate when
compared to muscle and prostate tumor tissue. Pyruvate - the injected substrate - had a
larger vascular fraction than its metabolic products of lactate and alanine. Our results also
indicated that alanine had the largest extravascular fraction. These results show the potential
value of STEAM MRSI in tumor metabolic imaging for suppression of the vascular signal,
which can contaminate evaluation of the metabolic profile in tumor voxels, and highlighting
of the abnormal metabolism in cancer.
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Figure 1.
(a) 3D STEAM MRSI pulse sequence for hyperpolarized substrates. A single stimulated-
echo encoding step is used, followed by a series of excitations and readouts to acquire a 3D
MRSI. (b) FID MRSI pulse sequence used for Control studies. The excitation flip angle,
a[n], is incremented to efficiently utilize all of the magnetization (42).
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Figure 2.
Point spread function (PSF) analysis of b(k⃗) for concentric phase encode ordering used to
characterize the diffusion-weighting. The ideal PSF is a delta-function with an amplitude of
1, which the diffusion-weighting decreases. (a) Smaller encoding strength weighting, for
which the effective b-value is b̂ = 58.4. (b) Larger encoding strength weighting, for which
the effective b-value is b̂ = 513.3.
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Figure 3.
Representative STEAM contrast images in normal mice at different encoding strengths.
White outlines are drawn around the liver and kidneys in the pyruvate STEAM images. The
kidneys and major vasculature (arrows) are bright in the pyruvate and lactate Difference
images. Alanine is seen primarily near the liver. The higher encoding strength reduces the
signal substantially for all metabolites.
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Figure 4.
Representative STEAM contrast images in TRAMP mice at different encoding strengths.
White outlines are drawn around the liver and kidneys in the pyruvate STEAM images, and
the prostate tumors in the lactate Control images. Note that these coronal images show more
anterior slices than Fig. 3, although the left kidneys can still be seen in (a) with high
intensity in the pyruvate and lactate difference images. The prostate tumors (outlined in
Control lactate images) have relatively high lactate and pyruvate in both the control and
STEAM images for both encoding strengths, while the difference images, particularly at the
larger b̂, have more metabolites outside of the tumors.
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Figure 5.
STEAM:control ratios across all 14 mice - 6 normal (□), 8 TRAMP (▲). The dashed lines
are exponential regression fits to the data based on the model in Eq. 7, and the fit values are
in Table 2. These results provide preliminary insight into the vascular, interstitial, and
intracellular compartmentalization. However, the power of these results is limited, as shown
by the poor fit quality (low R2). This is likely a result of (1) individual variations when
comparing across different animals and (2) quantitative limitations when using two separate
pyruvate injections to estimate the STEAM suppression.
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Table 1

STEAM experimental encoding strength parameters.

TM (s) δ (ms) GSTEAM (G/cm) b̂( s/mm2)

1 2.7 1.9 58.4

1 2.7 6.1 513.3

2 0.72 5.2 37.5

3 0.72 6.9 76.9

6 2.5 1.9 101.0

1 8.5 1.9 501.6
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